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What is the difference between COVID-19 and SARS-CoV-2?

SARS-CoV-2 is the virus; COVID-19 is the disease this virus can cause.

Why is social distancing important?

This virus spreads really easily – with every cough or sneeze, an infected person can infect many others 
when they are in close contact. Moreover, many infected people have only mild symptoms, while some 
even have none whatsoever. This makes them really dangerous if they don’t stay at home, since people 
will interact with them as if they were healthy.

Why did we choose anti-HIV drugs to try treating severe COVID-19 patients?

It takes a long time to create new drugs, so we chose anti-HIV drugs, which have proved useful in the 
past against SARS and MERS.

Why did we include 100 patients who didn’t receive the anti-HIV treatment in our experiment?

To serve as a control group. This is the only way we can evaluate the treatment: to compare the results 
(patients’ improvement) in both groups – the ones who received the drugs, to the ones who didn’t.

The anti-HIV drugs weren’t able to reduce viral replication. Would you say they were an effective antiviral 
agent?

No, at least not in the current concentration levels or time of administration. Antiviral drugs usually help 
the organism by reducing viral replication. Thus, they make it easier for our immune system to fight the 
disease. (The fewer the viral particles, the easier it is to fight them.)
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TeaCher’s key

Can HIV drugs help COVID-19 patients?

                                     More free science teaching resources at: www.scienceJournalForkids.org

Are the patients receiving the anti-HIV treatment improving significantly faster 
than the control group?
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took 16 days regardless of treatment.


